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Lake Claire Work Halte
Spending Outstrips
Original Allotment

·we Live in the Present

By the Past, but

for the . ..

All work on the Lake Claire project was ordered halted late last week
by the Student Government executives when the campus planner, James
Schroeder, notified SG that close to $9,000 had been spent to date, and
I ooly the road and parking lot had been worked on.
"Needless to say," President-Elect Frank Santry told the FuTUre, "we
were shocked, at first, to find that
"Our main goal is to get a nice
over half of our allotted funds had
{ been spent and the work had not beach with access," said Santry.
"The other parts of phase one
1 even reached the lake edge yet." (including restroom facilities and
According to a letter which
lighting) can, and will be held up if
I J Schroeder sent.. SG, $8,678 .25 of
f the allotted $15,000 has been they would prevent us from
. • spent, with $5,000 going for the reaching that goal." San try stated
that he was calling a committee
/ grading and stabilization of the together to discuss the priorities of
road from Alafaya Trail to the
phase one completion, and the
parking lot, and close to $2,000 for committee will submit the list of
surveying work. The remaining priorities to the campus planner's
If
money was spent for land clearing, office for a price estimation.
and other road construction "Armed with the estimations,
activities.
which we should have by the end of
The letter stated that nearly June, we can decide which items we
$16,300 more would be needed to want to be deleted,, and which we
complete phase one of the project, definitely want, and can afford,"
while there is only $7 ,621.74 left in said Santry.
the fund. Schroeder went on to say
Santry said that he discussed the
that possibly $10,000 more would possibility of letting the contract
be needed if sewer lines would have out for public bid, and having the
to be laid, instead of the septic tank
(Continued on Page 12)
called for in the plans .
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WE ALL DIG ART, but this is ridiculous. Assistant
Art Professor Johann JEyfells~, left, and an
unidentified but courageous student art lover prepare

.:::~:Students Voice Opinions
On Asst. V. P. Applicant

a spot for the creation-of another Eyfells,;' original
sculpture during the 48-hour Art Marathon that
began Wednesday. (Photo by Chuck Seithel).

Profs Brave Elements
In 48- Hour Marathon

BULLETIN
Dr. Rex Brown, vice president
for student affairs, contacted the
FuTUre Thursday afternoon to
announce that John K. Arnold
had withdrawn his name from
consideration for the office of
Assistant to the Student Affairs
Vice President.
Dr. Brown said that emphasis
would now be shifted to try to
choose a new dean of men, and
assured the FuTUre that student
input would again be used in the
selection.

In the face of fatigue, natural disaster, and hundreds of curious
students, four professors from the art department and many of their
students began a round of public creativity Wednesday that would last
for 48 hours without stopping.
Johann Eyfells and Gary Downing began sculpting, and Dr. Walter
Gaudnek and Acting Art Chairman
Steven Lotz turned to painting one of Lotz's paintings by the
Village Center. An onlooker asked
about noon Wednesday. Eyfells how she was allowed to do it and
began by digging out a four-foot she replied, "I don't know, he just
trench to serve as a foundation for asked me."
the mold which he hopes will hold
By early Thursday morning only
a large concrete structure. No one the hardiest spectators were left.
really knows what will come out of Lotz was still changing his five
the hole. When one of Eyfell's paintings so that they could hardly
assisting students was asked be recognized as the same ones of
whether the artist knew what he just an hour before , Eyfells had cast
wanted to create, the student said, the base of his sculpture and was
The comment of Elizabeth
"I'm not sure, I think he does."
still shoveling dirt in the same suit Kovachevich, a member of the
Gaudnek started working in the
Florida Board of Regents, that the
(Continued on Page 6)
art studios away from the other
dormitories on Florida University
three. However, his first duty was
campuses were "taxpayer's
not to paint but to build his own
whorehouses" was met with
frames and to stretch unrolled
tolerant calls for investigation a~
canvas over them. "People don't
best, and with indignant and often
realize that an artist must also be
equally profane shock at worst.
many other things, such as a
While Dr. Louis Murray, another
carpenter."
Graduation for over 400 students
When the time came, Downing will be held June 13 at the Orlando Regent, :calmly called . for an
quietly began working on a Sports Stadium. Three hundred investigation of the charges Miss
structure made of aluminum poles nrnety-seven seniors and 17 Kovachevich presented, students
which progressively began looking graduate students will receive their living in the dormitories were taken
like an oversized TV antenna. He sheepskins at the second traditional aback and angered. "I've never
explained that the cubes of metal commencement exercises in the heard of her coming here and
inspecting the dormitories for
tubing formed only an exterior history of FTU.
frame in which the other half of his
Florida Supreme Court Justice herself. How could she ever know
work would be intertwined.
Joseph A. Boyd, Jr. will speak to what's going on &.round here?" said
At noon Wednesday in front of the graduates on "Sense of one dorm resident.
Another said "I wonder what she
the Village Center, Lotz took five Urgency." Justice Boyd will be
large canvases from a stack and, introduced by President Charles N. did when she was going to college. I
don't think Miss Kovachevich
after standing them up, proceeded Millican.
to sketch and paint little by little
Of the graduates, 7 4 will graduate realizes that the dormi tories are the
on all five.
cum laude, 31 magna cum laude homes of their residents. If we lived
Besides the art professors, many and nine summa cum laude.
' off campus either by ourselves or
students were present to assist
In addition to the seniors who with our parents we would have
them. Among them was Randy will be awarded baccalaure~te many more privileges than we do
Drake, who set up a plywood degrees, there are 14 candidates for now, and all of them would be
darkroom and began his campaign Master of Education degree, and within reason."
"I think the idea is more
of taking pictures of all the three candidates for the first Master
participants once every two hours of Business Administration degrees ridiculous than stupid," said
another resident. Unfortunately
for the full two days.
to be awarded by the univ~rsity.
Gaudnek did not use any regular
Commencement will begin with most of the students comments
assistants; however, he did allow the traditional march by faculty could not be printed.
The reaction of T. K. Wetherell,
students to fill in certain portions and staff at 2 pm. Families and
FTU director of housing, was more
of one of his works with colors friends of graduates will be
controlled. "I don't know where
under his direction. Halfway provided with reserved seats by
she got her information about the
through the painting he had this ticket. The public is invited to
dorms, but I don't think this is the
system worked out so well that one attend on a first-come basis.
student who was painting said that
Music for the ceremonies will be .case at FTU. Sure we have a little
Gaudnek somehow reminded her of provided by the FTU Philharmonic trouble and a little running around
Tom Sawyer whitewashing a fence. Orchestra under the direction of ip the dorms, but you couldn't
Another girl was found coloring in Professor Arpad Szomoru.
(Continued on Page J 2)

'Whorehouses'
Reactions .Vary

Last week an applicant for the position of Assistant to the Vice
President for Student Affairs was on campus, and met· with several
student and faculty leaders.
The prospective candidate was John K. Arnold, who has worked for
Florida State University since 1963,
moving from assistant dean of read all the reports."
Several of the students who met
t uaents to the vice p resident fo r Arnold, however, offered their
student affairs in 1968, and serving thoughts to the FuTUre. The group
in that position until 1970. Since was united on a number of points,
that time he has been division both favorable and unfavorable to
director in the Department of Arnold.
Migrant Labor for the State of
Student Government
Florida.
President-Elect Frank Santry Lold
Vice President of Student Affairs the FuTUre, "I found him (Arnold)
W. Rex Brown invited nine student to be very at ease and friendly boLh
leaders to talk to Arnold. "I asked with myself and fellow students."
both students and fellow Santry went on to say Arnold is
administrators to give me some "unquestionably experienced in the
input on their impressions of Mr. student affairs area and his
Arnold," Brown told the FuTUre, intelligence is made obvious not
"to help me formulate my only by his academic record but his
judgement of the man."
· \ communicative ease." Most of the
Brown reserved comment on his others in the group appeared to
impressions of Arnold "My agree with Santry's points, in that
judgment is in a state of suspense," regard.
said Brown. "I will not eompletely
The majority of the comments by
formulate my professional
(Continued on Page 12)
judinnent until I have received and

Graduation Set
For Over 400

•
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THIS ISN'T Furner Brown painting a sign on his barn, but FTU Art
Dept. Chairman Steve Lotz beginning a super huge portrait he plans to
complete as part of the department's 48-hour Art Marathon behind the
Village Center.
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Names, Not Numbers

"AND AFTER WE. PUT THEM ON AU.OUR COEDS .. Y/E'U. THROW AWAY~E l<E.Y!''
~

A new additio~ to the FTU campus ... black and gold signs designating
the buildings. Very streamlined and modernistic but very impersonal.
Emphasis on science and modernization can, and has gone a bit too far.
The general consensus is that FTU is not a technology and
science-oriented institution, but rather an academically well-rounded
university. The new signs are extremely attractive, but the buildings still
lack a very important characteristic. None of them have names.
Do we dare to guess how much money and time went into the
construction of the signs?
We have been wondering when the university was going to get around
to naming the buildings .and streets, and we feel that a concerted effort
should be made to provide an identity for the buildings and streets.
A committee to name the streetS was set up in early 1969 which
could have solved half the problem. However, it never got off the
ground. It was disbanded and the responsibility turned over to Physical
Plant which has, to date, done nothing.
This is one of the unfortunate fallacies of committee work - first,
committees must be formally appointed by the university, and they
usually include basically the same or the same type of people. And
secondly, they seldom get any real work done.
But with an issue as important as the naming of streets and buildings
that will be in existence forever, perhaps we should try again.
We propose that anyone who is interested in the project be allowed
to lend a helping hand. Student leaders and key faculty members are
fine, but they aren't always the most imaginative or original people
available. We suggest that either Student Government or the President's
Office set up two separate committees that will devise either individual
names or plans for names for the streets and buildings.
Should the suggestions be put up to a university-wide vote? We say
no, in that the selection will affect too many people for too long to
come, and besides, remember the mascot. How many people are really
concerned?

1letters IDn Wife £bitnr
Research Vital

technological push started in the
late fifties, there was an era of
probable overemphasis of research
in the university (publications may
be more accurate). I agree that this
atmosphere has contributed to a
deterioration of the classroom in
many instances, which has formed
justification for what has become a
popular (and not highly
imaginative) editorial thesis. Too,
there are those who have used this
era of encouraged research to slight
responsibilities to young members
of the university. There are also
those who passed through their
formal university training during
this era who received the
impression that research is the
primary function of the university.
This has been unfortunate, and I
join you in criticizing the pursuit of
research to the detriment of formal
instruction.
But, criticism leveled at those
who would overstress the role of
research is no more serious than
criticism of those who, by
emotional overreaction or
ignorance, would exclude it! We
must remember that the university
will exist only so long as she serves
all her students well. Where she
serves her young students best
through formal instruction, she
serves her older students best
through research. Properly balanced
that grand old girl stands tall,
insuring the continuation of much
which can be admired in man, the
human.
Respectfully
William Youngblood
Assistant Professor
Fellow Student of.
· the University

Dear Editor:
I request "equal time" in order to
express
a few points in favor of
This decision. should most likely be made by an administrative
maintaining and encouraging, if not
committee.
expecting, research within the
academic community.
I must express strong oppostion
to the views and certain concepts
expressed in your recent editorial.
In my opinion the university exists
for both advancement and
dissemination of man's knowledge
of himself, his history, and his
universe. It is a continually growing
monument to the intellectual
potential in mankind. I view with
grave alarm all attacks, especially
Last Sunday, Monday and Tuesday I had the honor and privilege
emotionally stimulated attacks,
to visit the mecca of Florida; that center of culture, knowledge,
intended to displace this great old
power, nostalgia, and heartburn; the hub of trade, commerce,
institution from its functions.
finance, and increasing taxes - beautiful and dynamic metropolitan
Research is a vital organ in the
Tallahassee (just west of Perry and northwest of Two Egg). I was
pro.per functioning of the
awed by the sight of our state capital (Hilda Hippie and Arnold
university. Let me repeat that for
Addict floated bv the Supreme Court); awed by the spectacle of
emphasis - research is a vital organ
innumerable dignitaries, Senators, Representatvies, lobbyists, and
in the proper functioning of the
peanut vendors in the capital building; impressed by the elegant
university. The depth of my
furnishings (curtain hangers held the glass covers over bare metal and
conviction concerning this
bulb hanging lights); and surprised that Tom Adams was away from
statement is largely derived from
the capital - studying the Cross-Florida Barge Canal from his retreat
my interpretation of the
in the Bahamas.
responsibility of the university to
Our state legislature is a curious animal. Composed of lawyers,
its students.
doctors, engineers, farmers, educators, bankers, and businessmen, it
In principle, I make a strong
(the legislature) strives diligently and devotedly to serve the interests
distinction betwen helping students
of its constituency (lawyers, doctors, engineers, farmers, educators,
obtain their education and training
bankers, and businessmen). This week the lines are drawn. No-fault
enrollees. In practice, the line is
insurance is before the House, and legislators are diligently studying
never sharply defined. In his
the bill in order to determine the best decision for their constituents.
greatest moment the professor
Lawyers are against it, for they will lose money on litigation.
instills in his students an enthusiasm
Doctors don't really care, for they will get the mangled bodies in any
or interest in life. From this
event. Engineers aren't sure and don't want to be rushed, since they
conception can grow a sincere
just recently learned Lo spell insurance. Farmers and educators
desire within the individual to
support Tom Adams, and bankers and businessmen are against it, for
accept personal responsibility for
if they don't vote against it their lawyers will ruin them with
the direction and course of his life.
exposes. They might be ruin ed anyway when they hear the rumor
Perhaps more important, the
being passPrl bv a member of the Board of Regents that the
professor imparts, largely by
Legislature is funding gamecock fights at Je rry Thomas' place.
Last week, a group of students were invited by Student Affairs to
example, the philosophy that life is
a dynamic experience which
meet with and to interview a candidate for the position of Assistant
demands continual study, DearEditor:
to the Vice President of Student Affairs over dinner. The group,
reevaluation, and determined
The author of the editorial "Out
head ed by President-Elect Frank Santry, concluded and
enthusiasm in order to appreciate From the Laboratory" (May 14
r~commended Lhat the candidate not be hired. Copies of the report
its full potential. In lesser moments, 1971) has fallen prey (as have many
were distributed to the FuTUre and to the President. Evidently this
the professor only stamps a table of of Florida's legislators) to the
procedure is a no-no. NegaLiw reports, it seems, are not welcome.
facts (with varying indelibility) into either/or fallacy that research and
I met with the candidate arr! enjoyed coversing with him. His
the memory of a person who may teaching are mutually exclusive.
'backgrnund i impressive: retired Air Force Colonel, West Point
have received such little perspective The truth is that the best teaching
~radu:ltP.. , M.S. at Calif'ornia Institute of Technology, head of ROTC
that the facts will be of no use is a product of the professor's
at Florida State, VicP President of Student Affairs, FSU, Assistant
unless called upon in the same firsthand, fresh experience in his
.Dean of Students, FSU, and presently the Division Director of
order they were inserted.
field, gained chiefly through the
Migrant Labor for the State. The only objection to his employment
In my experience, the professors various processes labeled research.
is his physical and attitudinal age. He is older (57), looks even older
who most impressed me were those
Research, whether it consists of
(due prnbably w being a prisoner of war in Korea), and maintains an
who taught facts to illustrate keeping abreast of new
older opinion of Lhe you11gcr generation. Do we need this? I t hink
concepts, and whose lives seemed developments in his field and in
not. Logically , a flower child would be ridiculous in the position,
dedicated to asking the questions college teaching methods, or
but for heaven 's sake let"s have someone up there in that gilt tower
"why" and "how." These men were pursuing some special project in
that at lea t attempts lo understand what the hell is going on. I, for
interested in their profession; they laboratory or library, is the
one, am tired of people who will look at a long-haired, modly-attired
were dynamic in the classroom; and p r 0 f e s s 0 r ' s c 0 n t i n u in g
student and immediately classify him (or her) as a revolutionary
they challenged. I've pondered this self-education, without which his
intent upon destroying Lhe reflecting pond.
and I have concluded that it was courses are likely to resemble the
Next week - the economy and union .
Kevin W. Wadsworth
because they understood the depth stale, lifeless performance of a tape
and vital importance of those two recorder playing back what was
questions .
fresh and alive years ago when he
Research is the "how" and got his degree.
"I '
doors, however, especially when his "w h Y'' 1ab 0 ratory of the
Research immeasurbaly enhances
m not a guitarist - I'm an
h
academically oriented mind. rather than detracts from, "th~
adventurer,' aid Michael Sullivan, concerts
ares
ortened
by
rain.
R
.
f
h
When asked how he developed his
esearch permits pursuit o t at overall classroom situation." Too
clas ical and flamenco guitarist, ·nterest in guitar, Sullivan paused m
· f a t·g
· of quest1'0 ns w h"ch
1
1 a bl e p air
o f ten t h e pro f essor who needs the
l
during lunch after his outdoor and answered that he did not mus t remain
· an ·m t egra I par t 0 f th e d ay-to-day demands of planning
concert May 13.
b
"Th t ·
t ·
t t academic atmosphere. Tear the and meeting four classes, reading
"Many adventurers have been ren:iei:n er. h a. is
no in:por
an privilege to research out of the papers, preparing and grading
ht
t
Th
e
d
· h
fh
guitarists," he added. mentioning ~ 1t 18 no.t t e ng ~u.es io.n.
k is H as I t b e.en university, an you strip er o er exams,· counseling students, and
t
t
several
n ght q1:1es
S II" men ' including Casanova.
.
worth
1t? ' ion
Has ~1tasbeen
worth five fertility, precipitating eventual performing all the other
u ivan p_erfori:ned classical and yeai.·s spent in Washington? And the stagnation.
time-consuming chores of fulltime
flamenco guitar pieces outdoor on ~nswer is no. I played better then_
Much of the .crit.icism level~d. in teaching.
the Village Center lawn. He said he but 1 enjo!,' it better new, .I- don't . you~. ./[.~~~( ~?1.t,~nal. ~.~ .v~ltd 1t_Y,. ,, · ¥ .Y: ~~.e~ip~ ,i~ .tb~~. <;ve;y Pf 9 ~e.SrjQr.
does not enjoy performing· out of perform regularly now. •
Fo lowing Hi~ 01g sc1ent1f1c ahd should be assured of some time for
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research every year, and probably
the best way to achieve this goal is
to have him teach less than full time
during one of the quarters. It will
be most unfortunate for Florida's
college sutdents if the House passes
a bill which does not permit such
"luxuries."
Sincereiy yours,
Marian W. Price, Instructor
Ed. note: The "research" of
which we were speaking in last
week's editorial was not that of
keeping up to date with teaching
methods and changes and
innovations in a particular field but
that of consistent work on books
and journal articles and outside
experiments. The FuTUre feels it is
definitely necessary and
advantageous to keep up with the
trends in the instructor's field.
However, when the latter type of
research detracts from the time
spent in the classroom and on
classroom and teaching preparation,
this is hazardous to the students.
The teacher who is too busy with
planning, teaching, grading,
preparation and counseling to allow
sufficient time for outside research
should not be in the classroom at
all.

Visitation Grief
The following is a letter from the
residents of Dorm C-108 and C-121
to President Millican concerning the
expansion of the Developmental
Center.
Dear President Millican:
We the residents of Suites 108
(Continued on page 12)

Editorial Fallacious

Sullivan Shuns 'Guitarist' Label
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Tucker's Center
·10 Expand Soon
Says Wetherell

'No Black Problem'
Julian Bond Asserts
Julian Bond, a member of the Georgia House of Representatives and
the first black man to be officially proposed for the nomination of vice
president of the United States 1 spoke here at FTU for half an hour last
Tuesday.
The 31-year-old activist presented his philosophy, views, and rationale
concerning other politicians a n d - - -- - - - - - - - - - - blacks in America, past and present. brand of self-enforced poverty than
"There isn't now, and there never working toward equal rights for all.
has been, a problem with the blacks The presence of ROTC on a college
in this country," he said quoting campus is not as great an issue as
the black abolitionist Frederick the presence of rats in the e-hetto.
Douglas. "The problems rests in the We can't afford a Woodstock in a
racism of the white people in this country that tolerates a Watts."
On the case of Lt. Calley, Bond
country. When the white Americans
in the North and in the South can said, "Considering the similarity of
solve their problem, then all the the two cases, I expect President
trouble will be over. The blacks in Nixon to announce on nationwide
America have as little to do with television that he has ordered the
the solution of the problems of release of Angela Davis from
racism as they did with its origin." prison." A man asked Bond if he
Bond went on to say that despite would be old enough in 1972 to be
any threat from without or within, able to accept the vice presidential
if America can uphold its nomination. "No, in 1972 I will
announced ideals of liberty, justfoe, only be 32, nor will 1976 or 1980
and equality for all its people, it be my year . But I might run in
1984; some very funny things will
cannot help but last forever.
Representative Bond did not happen in that year."
"There are two main forms of
leave the college student unscathed.
"The expected union between revolution, a violent, open conflict
GEORGIA LEGISLATOR Julian Bond strains to hear question from
college students and the black and a revolution of ideas. It is the a student during Bond's appearance on campus Tuesday. The young
people of this country has failed to latter that is coming over us. For lawmaker spoke to a large and enthusiastic audience.
materialize," he said. "I've found example, the idea is now being
that students today are more reversed that a victim is the cause
interested in music, drugs, and a of his demise."

st~~ei~:les

thought it was about
.
.
.
time that someone did som~;hu~g
for the ave.rage FT~ student~ said
~an Lorra~ne, proJe~t chairman.
Scholarships are available only on
a very limited basis and loans are
usually only awarded to students
who c:an prove financial .nee~. Since
FTU is a commuter umvers1ty and
many_ stude~ts are either married. or
workmg, this conte~t can proVIde
them an opportunity for some
financial aid "she added
The tiddly-wink comp~tition will
begin May 31 and last through June
4 at the Village Center patio. The
'd
·t
·n h ave a t a bl e se t
F 1 e1es sis ers w1
up and will man the tiddly-wink
table from 10 am to 2 pm each day.
The only requirement for the
contest is that entrants must be
fulltime students in good standing
with the university and planning to

attend FTU in the fall. .
Students may buy tickets from
any member of Fideles Sorority.
The ·sisters will be wearing "Win
Tuition" hats during the contest
week to identify them.
According to Miss Lorraine, the
contest is being held to provide an
opportunity for the average FTU
student to ease his financial costs.
"We devised the contest part of the
project to make it more interesting
.
and to get around haVIng a raffle, as
they. are ill~gal i~ the state ~f
Florida. The $1. ticket cost will
cover as ~any t~1es ~necessary t~
get the. ··tiddly-wmk mto the cup.
The sorority may award more
than one grant, depending on the
amount of interest in the project.
The tuition money awarded will be
deposited into the Financial Aid
account.

(Continued on Page 12)

Enrollment Restriction
Possible In Fall: Bolte

Tiddly-Winks Contest
To Oller Tuition Grant Campus

A combination of a little skill, a game of tiddly-winks and $1 will
award at least one FTU student a tuition grant for fall quarter. Fideles
Sorority has revived the formerly popular game of tiddly-winks into a
game of skill' in an attempt to award a tuition grant ($150) to an FTU

Is the Developmental Center the
last to know about, new
. developments?
1
The FuTUre approached
Developmental Center Director Dr.
David A. Tucker for verification of
an announcement that the center,
which is located in two suites of C
Dorm, plans to expand soon.
Tucker, however, denied any
.knowledge of the move saying, "We
have discussed expansion, of
course, and we ·do need more room
badly, but there just are no definite
plans for the near future."
According to FTU Housing
Director Thomas K. Wetherell the
center is scheduled to expand its
present facilities and will "by the
latter part of June double its
present area by occupying suites
108 and 121 in Dorm C.
Wetherell explained that when
the center begins expansion nine
students will be displaced. "This
will not be permanent, however. We
have 35 vacancies for the fall and
nine of them will be used for the
stuqents displaced hy the
Developmental Center."
After speaking with Wetherell,
The FuTUre again approached
Tucker for information. He denied

~Glances

TOURS GUIDED
Do you know all there is to know
about the FTU campus? If not,
thenwhynottakeadvantageofthe
guided tour service now offered by
the university.
A tour can be arranged one week
in advance by notifying the Village
Centei:, giving them the date of the
t?ur, the number of people, the
time and the name of the group
requesting the tour.
BALDWIN ELECTED
Donald M. Baldwin, director of
student financial aid, was chosen
vice ~re~ident-elect of the _Flori?a
Assoc1at1on of Student Fmanc1al
Aid Administrators at the spring
conference May 7 and 8 in Miami.

"Enrollment for the fall quarter may possibly have to be limited "said
Dr. John R. Bolte, associate dean for academic affairs, commentin'g on a
speech made by FTU President Charles Millican last Thursday.
Millican spoke to several hundred faculty and key staff members in the
Science Auditorium outlining the
pending legislation based upon the always been affected in past years."
Sen~te and House appropriation
Bolte also commented on the
bills for state university funding · proposed . $50 doll_ar tuition hike
over the coming fiscal year.
nov.: berng cons~dered,, by the
The Senate version of the legislature sayrng,
If the
appropriations bill would cut $20 compromise is reached there will
million from the $171 million for be more monies available and it is
higher education that has been quite possible the tuition hike will
recommended by Gov. Reubin 'not be so vital."
Askew. The House bill on the
Millican also discussed the
other hand, would read o~t at $165 possibility of salary incre.ases for
million or nearly $15 million over faculty members, remarking that
the su~ being considered by the the probability of such hikes will
Senate. The $151 million being assume an "if" status, based on the
.Pushed by Senators stands outcome of the proposed legislative
approximately $5 million below appropriations.
current revenues.
"The speech was well received.by
Millican ex~lained that the those present,''. said B~lte. "There
general feeling in Tallahassee is that were no negatJvf! reactions; rather
a compromise between the two bills the prevailing feeling was one of
might be reached.
concern for the situation."

The conference · theme focused · .U_nless ~uch a ~ov~ occurs,
on state and local perspectives in M1lhc~ po1.nted c:>ut m his speech,
student financial aid.
the university will be forced to
operate ~~ ~he_ sa~e budget that
was proVJded durmg the current .
year. "What it means, simply, is no
new faculty or staff positions, and
even more of the well-known
belt-tightening . than FTU
administrators have faced over the
past year."
Accord'ing to Bolte, "It is
possible that within three br four

GIVE IT TO BURNS

weeks (if the state legislature does
not reach a compromise between
the two bills) that we will have to
begin restricting enrollment for the
fall. This is highly unlikely,
however, as a compromise has

Ra.Che/
T0 ff ea d
I
U Co-onr Grounr

ss

FTU Co-op Coordinator T. P.
Rajchel has been named to head a
Florida State University System
(SUS) subcommittee on
relationship with employers and
prospective employers of Co-o~
students, in both industry an'd
government.
Since joining the FTU staff last
summer, Rajchel has been
instrumental in building interest in
Co-op education among students
;ind Central Florida business and
industry.

UTHE HOME OF HAPPY BANKING"
THE KEY TO
YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

MAITLAND

MEMBER OF FDIC

PHONE 644-7000

HIGHWAY 17-92 AT PACKWOOD

Don's

Here...or on wkis
'

UNIVERSITY GULF

~ NE\ftlS

Corner of East 50 and Alafaya Trail

The Gene Burns Program 295-0740

Phone 273-0402

OPEN From 6 am - 10 pm

----

Two-Wa Talk Radio 7-10 PM

I

I

I

Mon. -Sat.
'

Sun. 8 am - 8 pm.

SERVICE CALLS
1

.

au's t
Arn t Guest
pp
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Brothers Celebrate
AYO Nationalization

PURCHASING DEADLINE
Purchases of office supplies and
other materials from the University
Bookstore or Administrative
FTU's ATO colony, founded as theTAUs local in 1968-69 by Jim Fay Supply Room that are to be
and Darryl Bannister, was installed as the Eta Rho Chapter of Alpha Tau charged against the current year's
Omega Frat rnity last Saturday. A vote by ATO's 138 undergraduate expense funds must be made
chapters in the U.S. and Canada resulted in overwhelming approval of the PRIOR TO June 15. Items
colony's p titian for an ATO
purchased after that date will be
hTarht r.
.
t· .t.
S t d
President of ATO John Putnam; charged to fiscal 1971-72 funds.
e specta1 ac IVI 1es a ur ay E
.
v·
p .d
included initiation and ritual xec?tiv~
ice res1 ent Nor~an.,...-----------..
ceremonies from 9 am to 3 pm, a E. Ritchie; Wendell ~ · Tutt., ritual
social hour at the Chapter House on counselor; Layne Tr.1plett, director
Alafaya Trail, the installation of chapter ser.v1ces; Kenneth
banqu t and awards ceremony held M.urrah, legal. advisor; Jeb Black,
at th Ramada Inn East from 7 pm h 1gh councilman; a~d T.om
to 9 pm, and a party afterwards at Anderso~ , chapter service aide .
Installat1on teams from n.earby
'69 VW CAMPER
th Club Frisco in Nob Hill.
'l'h f llowing Sunday morning AT~ chapters also helped to install
the traditional ATO installation their n~w brothers at FTU. . .
church services was held at Winter
President Charles M1ll1.can
Park Presbyterian Church by the welcomed the new chapter in a
'66 GLITTERBUG
Rev rend Joe s. McClure. '
speech given at the banquet.
On hand for the Saturday
Alpha .Tau Omega was founded
instaJlation wer the nternational by three Confederate veterans at
Virginia Military Institute in 1865.

vw

I

ineteen FTU communic.a ·on majo
honorary scholas ic joum ·
address given by Peter Ame
(AP) correspondent.
he ceremon31 as held a
Dr. _ Timothy 0 Keefe ad - r to
Kappa Tau. said • They are a credi
to the departmen and school. He
added «The bylines
oice and
faces of these tuden are already
familiar to the people of the
Central Florida area.
In a oeremon pre ided over b
Dr. O'Keefe, officers Billie Kolar
president, Osler -Johns, vice
president, Brenda Carter secretary
and Duncan Marks, treasurer were
installed. ember Vivian Herr was
awarded a plaque as
he
outstand'ng senior.
Also initiated into the society
were Chris Schmidt, Jim Gantner,
Dee Decker, Dale Crutcher, John
Parker, John Webber, Jim Theriac,
Barbara Dimasi, Don Gaitten,
"Stay clo e to the commander of
Dennis Guinta, Steve Barbour the patrol when out - i is usually
Linda Mettel, Harry Cush and Joe the safest spot.,
Akerman.
'When traveling in a helicopter
Arnett addressing the gronp for wear a flak jacket from one of the
nearly ~ hour, spoke of the crew - and get one to sit on!
reporter's responsibility to be
Arnett spoke of the' damn high
objective in his coverage and tied it s t a n d a r d s • • s e t b Y t h e
in with his work in Vietnam. correspondents covering Vietnam.
Arnett stationed in Vietnam for "Even the most chicken
nearly' eight and one-half years, correspondent got into the
spoke of the hazardous conditions helicopter because of the
faced by the correspondents competition. The weak ones left
covering the war.
early."
He quoted a primer by AP
He fe lt the situation in Vietnam
correspondent Malcolm Browne on "could go either way ," and would
Viet nam coverage:
show the world t here was a "better
wa than war."

Rent a tuxedo
your girl
will love
and your father
will hate.

R·1des Aga·1 n !
$2995
SJ 295

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Flower Mart
10041 E. Colonial Dr.
Flowers for all Occasions
Gown Rental Service

I

FTU Spring Formal Corsages
Cattleya Orchids
Cymbidium (all colors)
Thalaenopsis

277-6670

$6.00 Carnation
$5.00
$5.00 Roses
$7 .00
$5.00
Boutonnieres White .50
Tipped .75

Free delivery to Village Center

May 27 and 28

$1795
'69 COOL BUG

s1995
'64 CHEVY PICKUP

s795
'70 GHIA COUPE

$2195

,•f you don l se~ what yon want~ ·
a k for it!

THEC'p~
. (t,~

'69 TOY OT A CORONA .

BANK
of- OvWlb

Louis ~
Volkswagen
Neanist
Authorized

Volksw~

P. Q. BOX 248 • OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765
-,;-·~

Five minutes north of F.T.U.

Member FDIC

Phone 365-3272

o....,

6363 E. Colonial Drive
5 Mil• West of F.T.U.

277-7220

Every style and color
guaranteed to tum your
gir1on and your father
off. So who are you
taking to the prom, your
girl or your father?

gingiss·
901 S. Orlando Ave.
Winter Park
644-0331
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FM Plans Explained;
WFTU Allocated $100
The advantages and disadvantages of an FM radio station for FTU were
described to the Student Senate Tuesday by Dr. Robert Arnold, associate
professor of communication, in a speech designed to persuade SG to
financially support the proposed undertakjng.
Also during the meeting the Senate passed a bill allocating $100 dollars
to campus radio station WFTU.
"It would take an initial
allotment of $14,000 to get us
through the first year," said
Arnold, "and after that $10,000 a
year for operating expenses. We
would need eight months to a year
just to get on the air the first time
with a trial signal."

"This would also be an excellent
way of increasing commuter
student interest," said Arnold . "If
students could tune in . to the
campus radio station at home they
would feel more a part of the
university.''

Earlier in - the meeting a bill
Finally, Arnold explained that
granting funds to WFTU for the WFTU would most likely be kept in
purchase of "desperately" needed operation for on-campus
replacement needles was passed by .b roadcasts.
a vote of 22 in favor, with one
The bill allotting funds to WFTU
senator abstaining.
was passed after rules requiring a
According to Arnold, advisor to second reading of the bill were
THE LAKE CLAIRE improvement project was
WFTU Radio, the proposed new waived. It was explained by Senator •
FM station would be licensed by Paul Gougelman, social sciences, halted last week after Stt:.dent Government w&s
the Federal Communications that WFTU is presently operating notified that little or no progress had been made.
Commission (FCC), and its two turntables with only one
broadcast radius would encompass needle, and the situation was §11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111§
therefore desperate.
most of Central Florida.

"It would put us in touch with
the community. This kind of
station would fill a tremendous gap
in the area. Being an educational
station, we could carry
programming of a controversial
nature which cannot be done by
regular commercial stations."

Weekly Section
Begun By SG

Good Morning:
I want to thank Linda Mette) and
the staff of FuTUre for helping
Arnold further elaborated that Senator Dennis K~eler and me to
there is little or no chance of · get this Student Government
getting aid for the project from the section going. With all of the
university. "Things are really rough Student Government news in one
right now budget-wise and it is not spot I hope we can begin to cure
likely that there •will be any new our communication problem. We
monies available."
plan now to have a rotating column
with one - Student Government
The station would,. according to
official writing each week. This can
Arnold, employ FTU students as be used for either major issues
disc jockey, technicians, etc. at the before the Senate or the Student
minimum wage of $1.60 per hour Government outlook as a whole.
required by the FCC. "This would
I hope you will read the Student
be a tremendous educational tool. I
can think of no better way to learn Government section carefully as we
try to help you become a
the broadcasting business."
well-informed member of Florida
Possible programming on the FM Technological University. And
station would include campus and more importantly you will be able
other news, public interest to help us plan our program to best
announcements, music for all meet the students' needs.
tastes, sports (such as FTU
Yours truly,
basketball road games), educational
Danny Scott
segments, etc., but the station
Senato.r
would carry no commercials.
College of Education

SAVE
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According to the first Student Government .newsletter, there are 32

§ recognized clubs on campus, a fact that may have surprised a number of
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TYPEWRITERS APPROVED
Four new typewriters will be
furnished by Stiident Government
for the general student use, in
accordance with a bill passed
Tuesday in the Senate meeting.
The typewriters will be manual,
and will not exceed $150 each, The
machines will be made available in
space provided by Lynn Walker, the
director of libraries. A purchasing
date was not set for the machines.
The bill authorizing the purchase
was brought out of its regular order
in the Senate, as it was submitted
by Senator Charles Simpson, who is
vice president·elect of the student
body, and will be installed before
the next meeting. His bill would
have died for lack of a sponsor, if it
had not been acted upon Tuesday.

SAVE

Leather & Suede Vests $2~~~~ Now $10.00
Pants .......................... ~~~-. ~.1•5::~ NOW $7. 00
Blacklight Posters..................... 25% OFF
Incense ........................................ 20% OFF
••

5. Hand Tooled Belts ...................... 20% OFF

10% OFFincluding
On waterbeds
Entire Stock
We are blasting prices to introduce you to a new and unusual heavy store. This is one
way of saying, "have a nice summer vacation and see you next fall."

club officers. SG Vice President Richard Lancaster stated that there is a
total of 7 0 organizations on campus, which means that over half of the
organizations are either defunct or
operating without recognized non recog · ed t t
f th
th
status
mz
s a us o
e o er
Si'n.ce th
t'ssuance of the sororities, Fideles, Sororas~ and
e
T ·K
ld
d
h ·
l
newsletter, Lancaster reports that rt- • w~u
en anger t ei~ Pans
three organizations have cleared up to go national, Lancaster said that
their problems and have_attained Dean of Women B. Gwen Sar~~et
recognized status, while six recomm~nded t!1at. the _sororities
organizations have bills for get their. constitutions i~ order,
recognition under consideration by although. 1~ the! ar~ not m order
the Senate. ·
the_ sororities will st!ll be able to go
national.
Four clubs have been officially
Lancaster said that Fideles was
recognized since the newsletter was
issued: Kappa Tau, honorary originally recognized by Dr. W. Rex
journalism society; the Language Brown, vice president for student
and Literature Club; the Pegasus affairs, and that if the sorority can
Chapter of the Public Relations produce the certificate of
Student Society of America; and recognition they will be considered ·
Parthenaes, FTU's women's honor officially recognized. However, the
Fideles constitution still needs
society.
approval.
The SG new;;letter listed only one
of FTU's sororities, Tyes, as Sororas has the same problem
recognized. When asked if the that Fideles has, but as of this time
the officers have not responded to a
notice which Lancaster has sent
out.

Campus

SALE is May 19th -29th only

OBLIVIATION IV

Tri-K has been approved by the
Senate but the sorority's
c 1onstitution has not
been
a·pproved. Lancaster has heard
nothing from Tri-K, either.

Santry, Carroll
~Glances Express Views
On Dorm Rules

SG A WARDS ASSEMBLY
Thursday, June 3, will be a big
day for a number of individuals and
organizations who will receive
awards and recognition for their
contribution to the activity
program at FTU.
The second annual venture of this
type will be held in the Science
Auditorium at 11 am on June 3.
Participating in the program will be
Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic
Board, the Village Center Board
MRA, WRA, Intramurals and
student publications. Student
Government will present specific
awards to various clubs and
organizations as well as their own
internal awards.
All students, faculty, and staff
members are invited to attend the
presentation of awards and honor
those who will be receiving them.
Last year's event was highlighted by
the presentation of the first
"Herbie" award.
-o-

538 Park Ave. South
Winter Park, Fla.
Opposite Roi Ii ns

t.

INot Officially Recognized
§

E

TAKE IT HOME!
1.
2.
3.
4.
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.
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SALE

More than half of the originally allotted fund have
already been spent.

S G POSITIONS
Frank Santry, president-.e lect of
SG, announced this week that the
salaried positions of comptroller
and clerk for the Student
Government are op~n, and that
applications are presently being
accepted.
SaQtry also said that he has
several cabinet positions open, and
that he is also taking applications
for those seats. "Anyone interested
should come by the· S.G office on
the second floor· of : th'e Library,"
said Santry.
·

Student Government
President-Elect Frank Santry and
newly elected MRA President
Robert Carroll sent a letter to
President Millican this week which
contained their feelings on the
proposed new . dorm visitation
regulations, recommended by the
Council of University Presidents to
the Board of Regents.
The letter stated that the resident .
students on the FTU campus "live
in a unique situation." It went on
to say "Private study areas on the
FTU campus are nonexistent. Our
library facilities are adequate for
individual research work or study
but there are no places where small
groups of students may congregate
to study with relative assurances
that they will neither be disturbed
nor disturb 0thers."
The letter requested that
consideration be given to extending
the daylight hours in the council's
proposals from the recommended
hour starting at 5 pm to an earlier
hour in the afternoon.
In closing, the two student
leaders questioned the adVisability
of setting up statewide parameters
at all. "But if they must be set up,
we ask that you ·iexpress our
conviction to the Board that they
al low the greatest possible
latitude."

.;
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The First 15 Minutes

Art Ma rat hon

(Continued from Page 1)

by Grace Kehrer

he had started out in, over 19 hours
before. _Downing, wearing the
ten-gallon hat Lotz had worn
before, was just beginning to fill in
his framework.
At the same ·time Gaudnek was
taking a break, sitting around a ·
table with some students over a cup
of cold coffee. "I feel great!" he
said. "I feel as though I have a great
deal more energy than I had this
time yesterday. It is when I can
break out of the ordinary, day to
day routine that I can break out
fully into my own style."

Early in the afternoon, down by the Village Center, Lotz, Eyfells
~.d C~~pa.r:iy began their creative marathon. Upon approaching the

sight,
the whole endeavor takes on surrealistic dream-like
qualities. Eyfells, in full dress, with cigar, is busily digging a hole.
Lotz is "graying in" several huge canvases stacked on the grass with
long cords. Over the art pods, Gaudnek, is trying, mightily, to attach.
a long piece of canvas to an equally long wooden frame. Several
students are building a portable wooden darkroom with one red
plastic wall. As in any dream,. the dreamer can only see one
disjointed frame at a time, so he is unable to comprehend the total
~ction at once. Here, at FTU, a cast of spectators wander aimlessly
m and out of the marathon talking, smiling, and drinking warm ice
tea. Two elderly ladies, wearing dark glasses sit in aluminum lawn
chai~s and talk quietly to each other. A dog lying in the shade, peers
out m an unconcerned manner at the madness all about him. Other
mei:1ber~ of the chorus, carrying camera equipment, are frantically
takmg pictures. Everyone else finds they have sand in their ·shoes.
During -the first 15 minutes of the show Lotz painted over two
white ca?vases; Ey'fells now, sans cigar, has dug a huge hole and the
red plastic panel only fell down once.
It is too soon for either spectators or creators to tell what will be.
By today the marathon will have stabilized and the creations will be
nearing completion. Assuredly, then, tentative judgments will' be
forthcoming. But for the next 48 hours if anyone is interested in
seeing. spontaneous generation in actuality, he might wander over by
the Village Center and watch. But a word of warning; to perceive a
surrealistic world, one must be able to imagine that man can create
in and of the face of nature. It takes an act .of faith to believe that
man can ape the gods, and then, surrealistic worlds are easy to enter,
but hard to leave.

On Dorothy's World
Ideally, any review should be an impartial and objective critique.
In practice, most are the unhappy union of objective statements,
subjective impressions, partial views and prejudicial beliefs. Howeve1·,
this review assumes a third position. It is, admittedly, totally
subjective and biased, in favor of the artist, my friend, Dorothy
Kannan. Consequently, I cannot speak about Miss Kannon's
experimental creations: instead, I make awkward and inadequate
comments about Dorothy's world.
Everyone is free to come into the FTU Library ~obby and catch a
glimpse of Dorothy's world. It is a perfect place created by
perceptive eyes. In her world, things of the air, sea and earth: ants,
moths, day lilies, mocking birds, sunflowers thistles, and
chrysanthemums, live in perfect harmony. The minute and fragile,
the near-invisible of this world, is magnified and made easily visible
for the near-sighted.
Dorothy strings shore plants and sea shells on paper chains for
easy viewing. Her pencils outline the beginning and end of it all, as
she quietly poses living, dead and dying creatures for all to see,
Dorothy's inks and color washes expose Nature's underpinning.
Creatures from along the lake shore and moµntain side are held in a
suspended state for those, so frantic in their rush to the sea, to look
at and consider. Dorothy salutes the tiny organisms that swarm
about the feet and entwine themselves in the Earth's hair. Natures
vital force is portrayed in pen and ink waves, wings and flower
petals.
In this world, flowers bend in a breeze generated by a bird's wing
and waves wash over and around hollow shells - forever. Here, flux
is ordered to the rhythms of continual creation, and the cicada's
wing, hidden from the view of the careless, becomes a whole
universe.
Sand dollars, plant leaves and seed casings are complete entities
that point to the oneness of Nature. The Aging Rose and the
brilliant pregnant sunflower describe the blooming, decay and
rebirth cycle possible in this self-contained world.
In Nature, form and substance, spirit and flesh, live and breathe
within a unity man has yet to duplicate. Man, newly emerged from ·
that turbulent primordial tidal pool, is like the mythical Chimera, a
thing of separate pieces. The chaos and formlessness of the tidal pool
lives within him, still. As Nature's last and greatest experiment Man
has failed to effect an internal harmony . Because he is so closely tied
to those restless waters, his rhythms are irregular. Therefore, man is
unable to orient himself in his world and he views it out of focus.
The perfection of Nature's smaller creations escape his notice.
Lacking this model, he mimics his own kind. It is left to the artist to
correct man's undersight. Dorothy Kannan is one who helps the
reorientation process along. She notes Natures roots and in turn,
pays homage to her own, Cora.
by Grace Kehrer

TELESC:JlEEN

Campus
~Glances
NASA FUTURE
NASA officials H. Eugene McCoy
and Harry J. Clark are coming to
FTU this Tuesday. The program,
part of FTU's continuing Science in
SETTING UP for his part of the Art Marathon is photography
Human Affairs series, is entitled
'teacher· Gary Downing.
"NASA: Future Programs."
McCoy, advanced systems
manager and director of future
programs and center planning, also
manages Kennedy Space Center
( KSC) activities in support of
NASA planning for earth orbital
space stations and shuttle payloads.
Clark, project manager and
experimental and automated
The cost of living is increasing, and FTU is not i; nmune to its affects. spacecraft expert, is responsible for
Housing costs will increase from $135 per quarter to $160 per quarter management, planning, research
this fall. The 15-meal plan will increase from $145 to $153 per quarter, coordination, development and
and the 21-meal plan will increase from $160 to $175 per quarter.
other efforts relating to the role of
In additi'on to these increases, the
KSC in future space flight missions.
level
of
the
other
schools.
I
think
it
linen service for resident students
The program will be held in two
should have been left up to the
w(ll ' be· dropped. However, the students whether we wanted the parts in the FTU Science
Auditorium. McCoy will speak at 9
housing department is anticipating linen service or not.''
am and Clark at 7 pm.
a contract with a linen company by
which students will have the choice
-owhether or not to purchase the
vc BOARD ELECTIONS
linen service.
FTU junior Devo Heller was
unanimously chosen preisdent of
Director of Housing T. K.
the Village Center Board in an
Wetherell said that housing and
:election Tuesday, AprH.! 27. Anne
food costs have been increased
FTU communication and Edrington was elected secretary.
because all prices are going up.
Department directrs were also
The following are some of the sociology major Chris Schmidt is
selected April 27. They are popular
the
host
of
"Feedback,"
a
program
resident students' reactions:
entertainment, Dale Crutcher and
"I am not coming back. I feel I which appears on ETV Channel 24
Rick Alter; cultural and
can get an apartment for the same 7-8 pm Monday through Thursday. educational, Sheila Patiner; dance,
"Feedback"
is
a
television
talk
cost as this, and the food would be
show which premiered May 3. Hank Richard and Debbie
much better."
Wheatley; films, Charlotte Scott;
"I don't think very much of this. Guests are invited to speak about
spe~ers, Anne Edrington; campus
Because of it I am probably going important issues of the day.
For example, last Tuesday night services, Anne Edrington; leisure,
to leave here in the fall. I don't see
marijuana
penalties were discussed, Wanda Russell and Linda Eastman.
why they are increasing the costs
-oand reducing the services. And my and the Raiford Prison proble~
roommate doesn't like it either. I were discussed last night after Dr.
CALENDAR REQUESTS
think everybody is kind of upset Charles Unkovic, head of sociology,
The University Master Calendar
and
Schmidt
went
to
visit
the
about it because it makes it hard on
Committee has asked that all.
prison. Telephone lines are open to
some kids."
university. departments and
"I wanted to move anyway, but the public during the program. organizations request calendar dates
There
is
no
delay
system
on
these
this makes up my mind for sure."
for activities for next year by June
"I wonder what I am getting for phones, so calls are received live 4. All groups received a date
during
the
program.
the extra money."
request form that is to be turned in
Channel 24 is a public
"I don't like it, but I will stay
to the Village Center by this time.
anyway because I have no non-commercial television station
According to B. Gwen Sarchet,
in
Central
Florida
funded
by
the
transportation, but a lot of kids will
committee chairman, this method is
public
through
donations
.
move off campus. The increased
Instructional progra~ are shown being used to eliminate conflicts
rates I can't complain about before 5 pm, and after 5 pm the and duplication of scheduling.
-obecause they are raising it to the programs are public. ·

II

Housing Costs To Rise,
Linen Service May End
Schmidt Hosts
24 's 'Feedback'

PRICES FOR STOCKMARKET CONTEST QUOTATIONS
Corporation Name

~All IS PISAC:E,

American Brands
American General Insurance
Baker 0 ii Tools
Bethlehem Steel
Chemical New York
Consolidated Edison
Control Data
Eastern Air Lines
Jack Eckerd
Fedders
GAC Corporation
General Electric
Hanle man Co.
International Harvester
International Mining
Lane Bryant
Magnavox
National Cash Register
Occidental Petroleum
Owens-Illinois
Raytheon
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway
Schlitz Brewing
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Sunbeam
Sivift & Company
Trans World Airlines pf
Twentieth Century Fox Films
Weyerhaeuser

,,

(

t

•••

April 23

April 30

May 7

48
20
36
24
64
27
63
24
45
45
24
119
41
29
14
30
48
41
20
63
31
52
83
91
26
41
19
14
58

48
21
39
24
65
27
75
28
47
44
26
123
45
28
13
31
50
44
20
65
43
55
85
91
26
41
22
14
56

48
23

47
23

46
23

38

39

38

24
63

23
61
26

60

73

68

24
45
45
21
121
45

23
45
45
19
117
45
28
13
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'Complete Evening'
Planned for Formal
"The Miss FTU Pageant and Spring Formal are a nice way for a couple
to have complete evening entertainment for a moderate price " said
Linda Eastma?, assistant program director of the Village Center, speaking
of the last major event of the 1971 spring quarter.
Tickets went on sale Monday, and according to Mrs. Eastman, students
had started purchasing almost from
the beginning. Tickets are available a memorable event." Nancy Vasse
at the Village Center office, and will perform an art demonstration ;
admission is $2 per person, $4 a and is sponsored by Sigma Sigma 1
couple, for either the formal or the Chi.
I
pageant. However, those who wish
to see both events may only pay KATHY DOANE
Kathy Doane is sponsored by Phi
the initial admission price of $2 per
Alpha Eps.ilon Fraternity and her
person.
talent will consist of a dramatic
The formal will have a supper monologue from Lady Macbeth's
club atmosphere, Mrs. Eastman sleepwalking scene. When asked
said, with fresh flower table. why she considered competing for
decorations, candlelight dancing the title of Miss FTU, she replied
and tables close to the band "Because I need the tuitio~
platform.
scholarship, anti since I have come
Performing w i 11 be the to FTU I have been interested in it
Medallions. Dress for the "Rite of as a new school and am interested
Spring''
form a 1 is in getting involved."
formal-semiformal attire.
Refreshments will be provided, and PAM SMITH
"I enjoy meeting the girls that are
will include punch, cookies and
in the contest, and I like the
finger sandwiches.
Ten women have been selected experience. I would like to have the
fm the Miss FTU Pageant, the honor of representing FTU in the
winner of which will be eligible to Miss Florida Pageant, and any
participate in the Miss Florida experience I can get in front of
contest in July. The winner of the people to keep me from getting
Miss Florida Pageant will represent nervous always helps," said Pam
the state in the Miss America Smith. Pam is sponsored by Tri-K
Pageant in Atlantic City in Sorority and will perform a ballet
to Mazurka from "Masquerade
September.
and Pam Smith. Row two from left to right are
Nine FTU women will compete next Friday in the
Both events will be in the Suite" by Katchaurian~
Virginia Boyd, Carol Darty, Sigrid Tidmore and Cindi
VIRGINIA
(GIN)
BOYD
Miss
FTU
Pageant.
Pictured
above
from
left
to
right
Tupperware Auditorium Friday,
Cotton. Susan Autrey was not present for the picture.
May 28. The Miss FTU Pageant
Virginia Boyd will give an .row one are Dana Flick, Nancy Vasse, Kathy Doane,
begins at 7 pm, and the Rite of interpretive reading, "More
confidence; and I thought it would pageant would be fun, and I would SUSAN AUTREY
Spring Formal is at 9 pm.
Children's Letters to God," from be fun to be in the contest with the like to be able to represent my
Susan Autrey is sponsored by
"Children's Letters to God" by Eric
school."
Tyes Sorority and Lambda Chi
DANA LEE FLICK
Marshall and Stuart Hample. other girls and good experience to
Alpha Fraternity. She will sing
Dana Lee Flick will perform a Sponsored by Sororas Sorority,
"You Can't Get a Man With a
ballet to the classical symphony Virginia said she entered the perform. I will be playing the CINDY COTTON
"I was asked by the Village Gun." When asked why she entered
"Prokofiev." When asked why she contest because it would be good piano, and it will be really good
entered the pageant, Dana experience and she wanted to get experience for me."This is C-arol Sue Players to represent them. I think it the contest, she replied, "My main
responded, "I need all the together with the people in the Darty's reason for competing in the is a fantastic opportunity to further reason for entering any contest of
. opportunity I can get to further my contest. She also thought that it Miss FTU contest. Sponsored by my dramatic talent by acting in this sort is the scholarship. Next
dancing talent, and this contest would be fun to be in a beauty Ty es Sorority Carol will play front of a large group of people",'' is year is my senior year, and it would
"Claire de Lune."
would be a big help."
contest.
SIGRID TIDMORE
Cindy Cotton's reason for be nice to have a scholarship. I
NANCY VASSE
CAROL SUE DARTY
Sigrid Tidmore is sponsored by competing. Cindy will give a enjoy the experience of having to
"I think it would be a lot of fun.
"I think it will help me develop Fideles Sorority, and she will sing dramatic interpretation from "The get in front of people and
The last time I was in a contest I poise in front of people and give me and play the guitar. "I thought the Birds" by Aristophanes.
participate in affairs like this."
made a lot of friends I still see. It is

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
PRESENTS

SPRING FORMAL
MISS FTU PAGEANT

"The Rite of Spring"
featuring

"The Swing.in' Medallions"

a preliminary to the
Miss Florida Pageant
See

Miss F.T.U.
Crowned

J:00-8:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale ·at Village Center May 17th
Tickets - $2.00 I person for both events
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Brother Steve Polev announced
his engagement to Lil' Sis Lorraine
DeNapoli. The date is set for
August 28 of this year.
Congratulations, Steve.
Frater Kevin Wadsworth was
appointed by TKE national to "the
position of Chapter Services
Director, a position held by only
four other TKE s in the country.

Three more young ladies have
been selected to become Sigma
Sigma Chi Sweethearts.
Congratulations to Renee Ravenell
Joanne Segraves, and Joan~
Santoro. The banquet honoring all
Sweethearts will be May 29 at the
House of Beef in Maitland
The brothers and sweethearts
have been busy this past week
preparing for Greek Week. Much
time and hard work has gone into
the building of the float. The float
was displayed in the Greek Parade
yesterday and will be at the
festivities tomorrow.
Best of luck to Gary Myers,
Sigma Sigma Chi candidate for
Greek god.

This summer Kevin will be sent to
Indiana for three months of
leadership training, all expenses
paid.
This week being Greek Week,
TKE would like to encourage as
many Greeks as possible to
participate. '

KS

TYES
Tyes have been concentrating all
their efforts toward Greek Week
not only working on the game~
committee and awards committee
but planning on participating eve~
more than last year. Tyes candidate
for Greek Goddess is Susan Autrey.
Tuesday there will be a shower
for Kathy Sprinkle hosted by her
future sister-in-law at Valley Forge
Apartments in Altamonte Springs.
Tyes will have two candidates in
the Miss FTU Pageant this year .
They are Susan Autrey and Carol
Darty. Tyes wishes good luck to
Mary Lou Rajchel, Bebe Santry and
Susan Autrey as candidates for the
Outstanding Greek Woman Award
Monday the graduating seniors
are sponsoring a final party for the
sorority. Everyone is reminded to
. wear bathing suits or bring life
jackets, as it promiess to be a very
wet evening.

AKPi
Last weekend the brothers and a
few little sisters went to New
Symrna Beach during the
hurricane-type weather. Everyone
got mixed up and lost due to the
heavy rain but a group of them did
finallv arrive at the beach . It was a
sight to see Brotherr Charlie Patton
and Pikette Uail Petersen putting
up the nine-man tent in all that
rain. After putting up the tent they
just took it down again because
they were being flooded by the
tide.
Pikettes were voted on at the last
chapter meeting but they all will
not be announced until next week.
At Stetson last week, Ron Page and
Jim Thomas learned that only one
fraternity there has little sisters·
also they learned that th~
fraternities don't haze their pledges.
AK.Pi congratulates the ATO's on
becoming a chapter.

ATOs AND FRIENDS whoop it up at the Ramada

official national charter.

Inn last weekend after the fraternity received its

FIDEL ES

am and lasted until 9 pm good! had an 11-0 record
The chapter was notified this
participation made the party a
success. Monday night the brothers week that it is ranked third
backed their favorite wrestler when internationally out of 180 chapters.
everyone went to the Orlando
Sports Stadium for some long
needed relaxation.

Fideles sisters and pledges raised
the roof at last Friday night's
slumber party. The sisters practiced
for the Greek Sing and games of
Greek Week. The evening also
This coming weekend Lambda
included a few hours of Fideles'
Chis are getting ready for Greek
favorite game?
Week. Also this ·weekend an
The latest ... and greatest Fideles Alumni Banquet is on for Sunday.
project "Tiddly-wnks for Tuition" Central Florida Lambda Chi alumni
is well under way and the group is and their families will be attending
busy with publicity and the affair Sunday afternoon in
organization. The sisters will man which food, games, and an
tiddly-winks tables at the Village all-around good time will be
CenAter patio May 31 through June provided.
4.
Fide I es sisters Jan · Lorraine,
Linda Mettel-·and Barbara Strohm
are candidates for the 1970-71
.Outstanding Greek Woman Award.
Pledges and sisters are planning a
dinner party prior to the Spring
Formal next weekend . Sigrid
Tidmore will be representing
Fideles in the pageant and will be
singing and playing a guitar in the
talent competition.
Sister Linda Mettel was initiated
into Kappa Tau Scholastic
Journalism Society last Saturday
night.

lXA
Last Friday night Robert Wolfe
was initiated into the brotherhood
of Lambda Chi. Sundav a ski party
was held at brother Mike Charon's
aunt's house. It started around 11 .

AS Pi

Faculty, staff and fellow students
joined the brothers of Delta Sigma
Pi at a picnic held this past
weekend . Over 200 enjoyed the
beer, food and frolic with only one
casualty. Gordon McAleer has
assured them that his injured hand
will not hinder his ability to make
exams. A big thank you to Mr. and
Mrs. Cole for the use of their
property on the Butler Chain.
The brothers would like to
welcome brother Tom O'Brien to
FTU. Tom is the past president of
the chapter at Christian State
College in Memphis.
Congratulations to brother Larry
Whitacre for being chosen "Most
Valuable Player" on the tennis
team. Larry is the team captain and

TRl-K.
Tri-K wants to welcome their
new sister, Pam Smith. She
certainly deserves sisterhood after
sticking out such a long pledgeship.
They also wish to congratulate one
of their sisters, Lynn Ferris on
becoming the president . of ATO
little sisters.
On the social side, Tri-K's pledges
really pulled through with a pool
party for the sisters at Semoran
North . The theme was Hawaiian,
and all who were able to go had a
great time.

Q

TEKE

TKE held their better-than ever
Red Carnation last weekend, a
three-day event enjoyed by
everyone. The TEKEs and their :
dates were entertained by "Myth"
at the Alhambra Country Club
Friday night. Congrats go to Rick
Schultz, Pledge of the Year; Jeff
Gauntlett, Brother of the Year;
Steve Barry, Friendliest Brother;
and Mike Murdock, Athlete of the
Year. From there the party moved
to Brother Egan's apartment. The
remainder of the weekend was
spent at the beach where Frater
Dan Connors enjoyed his "Boones
Farm Apple Wine."

WINTER PARK MALL
SANFORD PLAZA
GOLDEN TRIANGLE
SHOPPING CENTER -

The brothers and pledges of
Kappa Sigma are right on schedule
in their teeter-totter marathon for
the Pat Landry Fund, with the little
sister pledges helping out. At this
writing, there is already over
$1,500 in the Landry Fund account
at Southeast National Bank.
Sunday night the pledges
presented their big brothers paddles
and after all the heart-warming fun,
there were a few red faces. Best
Swing of the Week award goes to
Lee Constantine, who is also
coordinating the Landry Seesaw.
The brotherhood continues its
busy way, playing in the Orlando
Recreation Department summer
softball league, were they are
ranked number two behind George
Stuart. Chaperoning at the Orlando
Youth Center continues.
Thursday, today and tomorrow,.
the brothers are participating int
the Greek Week activities on
campus. Their votes go to Chester
Wheeler for Greek God.
Saturday, in addition to the FTU ..
festivities, a few of the brothers will
represent Lambda Epsilon chapter
in Daytona Beach when the Georgia
Southern College Kappa Sigmas of
Statesboro, Ga. come to visit.
About 150 people and an entire
band are on their way and will
arrive tonight.
Brothers are reminded by House
Chairman Dave Hanson to do their
thing at the house by dropping by
for a few hours and cleaning up.
Meeting this Sunday, same time,
same place.

.HIS

Store For Men

OPEN 'Tl L 9 PM

MT. DORA

SPORT COAT

MARK LAMPREY
(305) 838-9018

UNDERWATER SEARCH
RECOVERY

Huge New Shipment

Many Styles
36-46
Short - Reg .. Long

PHOTOGRAPHY
CONSTRUCTION
BRUCE MEYER
(305) 671-8518

OVIEDO FLORIST

Tri-Ks attended a social at
Foxcroft with Phi Alpha Epsilon
Nearest Florist to F.T.U.
Friday afternoon and wish to thank
the brothers for another successful
keg party.
Sisters and pledges all got
Flowers and Corsages with a personal touch. Excellent design, but
together Monday night for a fun
fattening evening at Frisch 's afte;
low price.
the meeting. The Tri-K fall pledge
class won the Panhell Scholarship
A ward and Tri-Ks wish to
acknowledge them - better late
Complete Wire Service
than never.
•• H4~~~~H4~~~~H4~~~~H4~~~~H4~~N4~~
......

Call 365-3035

Flowers for all occasions

Single & Double Breasted
Dacron & Wool Blends

.

May 21,

i911

,,,

,
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
Dr. James C. Brophy, member of
the FTU psychology department,
w i II be guest speaker 1for the
Psychology Club on Tuesday, 11
am in AD 123.
His topic will be "Voluntary
Control of Autonomic Processes"
and will consist of a discussion of
recent research findings which have
demonstrated that simple learning
can exert control over previously
considered involuntary functions
such as heartbeat rate or stomach
contractions.
Dr. · Brophy earned his Ph.D.
from Vanderbilt University and has
researched extensively basic
learning processes and is currently
researching fear conditioning.
All those interested are invited to
attend.
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AQUA-KNIGHTS
Knight-Divers are reminded of
the informal meeting next
Thursday and the Competition
Compass Dive May 31, Memorial
Day, at Lake Claire. Glenn "Which
Way Do I Go?" Fordham
(273-4764) will coordinate the
directional dive. The winner of the
dive will ri:ceive a brand new

,,,

eligible for a dive Saturday
afternoon and lodging in the Coral
Reef Resort Saturday night with an
optional dive Sunday morning.
Members must contact president
Bob Findlay (636-2403) to reserve
a spot. For Aqua-Knights who want
more diving over the break, check
with club instructor Harry Willis
(568-2153) who will be diving all

,
.

Tuesday that the diving instruction
is going well, with the class sessions
completed. The ten hopefuls will
now begin a couple of weeks of
pool instruction in preparation for
their open-water check-out dive in
Crvstal River soon. Club members
wl~o wish to become pool aides are
asked to contact Willis or Ron
Reeves, the club's other instructor.

:•
:

•

:

-O-

FL YING HIGH after graduation exercises are these Trimble; (lower row, 1-r) Glenn Rogers, Jack Lyden,
members
members
training.
Murdock,

of the Pegasus Pilots· Flying Club. Eight
became private pilots after extensiye
Pictured are (l-r, upper row) Cleven
club president, Hank Crouse and David

Tom Hartman, Pat Flynn, Bryant Bou~log, chief pilot
and FAA Designated Examiner from Showalter
Flying Service, Chip Wolfe and Faculty Aclvisor Ken
Sylvester.

compass with which to find his way during the break in the Keys.
home.
Willis reported to the
There are six openings in the
proposed Key West dive scheduled
for June 11-13. Members must
provide their own transporation,
must pay a fee of $7 (check with
executive board members for
possible price fluctuation), and are

club

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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HOU SE

Take it out :• Campus
or eat with us!: ~Glances
hotwban ........ ·.75 •
hot pastrami ......
:
corned beef ........ 70 •
Bar-B-Oue
•

~o

-o -

ASST. RS DEADLINE
The deadline for submitting an
•
DELICATSSSEN•SANDWICH SHOP
application for the position of
:
beef or pork ...... 65 : assistant resident supervisor is 5 pm
•
featuring
ham ........... : .. 60 • Tuesday, May 25.
Those applications submitted
ham & cheese ......65 •
•
e SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS
e prior to the announcement of the
new position will be evaluated in
~:
terms of the assistant resident
•
ALOMA AT 436 WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
• supervisor job description.
Accordingly, students applying for
:
671-3181
10 AM - 8 PM
: the old resident advisor or resident
•
New Owners - Dana and Mike Winn
• assistant jobs need not reapply.
Applications may be . submitted
:This week ' s special - Hot Roast Beef on French Bread w/natural juices - 69¢:
to Mike Stone or Lynn
Schoeneberg in AD 265.

•

Members are reminded that the
Aqua-Knights' mailing address is:
Aqua-Knights, P.O. Box 26539,
Orlando, Fla. 32816. All chairmen
and execuLive board members are
hereby notified of today's meeting
at 2 pm in LR 239 and are asked to
submit. their budgets as soon as
possible. Summer dues will be $3,
payable in advance to Jeff Jones
(876-2966), club treasurer.
The next meeting for all members
will be Thursday, June 3.

-o-

MRA
The Men's Residence Association
is proud to announce that its new
president is Bob Carroll. His term
of office is until spring 1971.
MRA meetings are now being
held in C-133 at 10 pm on Mondays
for all residents who are interested
in their MRA .
MRA has quite a large sum of
money in the treasury and they are
looking for effective ways to spend
it. MRA would appreciate any
suggestions so that beneficial
programs for the residence students
can be enacted. Please contact
representative Bob Carroll or come
to the meetings with the
suggestions.

Applications are now being
accepted for summer diving course
instruction. The club emblem will
become formalized in the next two
wee ks and car decals, a club
newsletter, and a possible
permanent bulletin board are in the
works.

HOMEMADE

SEMORAN VILLAGE

:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

REDBEARD'S HAND CRAFTS
119 East Colonial Dr.
Open 10-9 Mon. th ru Sat.
1-9 Sunday

Sea-nymph Waterbeds

s25.s70
5 yr. factory guarantee

Float-A-Sleep Waterbeds
20 yr. fadory guarantee

singles
doubles
queens
kings
jumbo
8' round

s49 ~up
9

Hand Crafted Furniture
Leather Works • Candles
Paintings, Etthings
This is your store: We sell what you make

K APP A TAU
The Kappa Tau Scholastic
Journalism Society will have a
meetinJ! Tuesday, May 25, at 11 am
in AD 149. Members are requesLeci
to pay the initiation fee of $3 at
the meeting.

Registration Starts Mon.;
Payment Deadline June 9
Advanced summer registration for curre-nLly enrolled pre-advised
students begins Monday al 10 am in the Library Building. Advanced
registration continues through Wednesday.
.
Registration priorities will be posted in the Library lobby and 111 AD
112, and priorities will .be
determined based on descendmg
register at 7 pm June 17.
grade point averages (GPA) for the
Continuing education gradual"imost recent quarter completed.
must have applied ar.d lwi,: 1
Non-degree seeking students'
accepted for on-campus crNi1:
- priorities are based on their
courses in order Lo register.
accumulated FTU hours only.
.Registration for returning curre1n
Student priority for registration
undergraduate students takes place
is applicable if the student has been
June 18, beginning 1 pm for
pre-advised, and only students who
seniors. Juniors register at 1 :30 pm,
have properly completed
sophomores, at 2 pm, freshmen,
advisement forms will be admitted
2:30 pm, and non-degree students
to register.
enrolled during spring, at 3 pm.
Currently enrolled students who
Registration for rormer,
have not been pre-advised and who
off-campus, and new
wish to attend summer quarter
undergraduates will begin 3 :30 pm,_.
classes may obtain their trial and
by appointment only.
advisement schedules in the Library
FALL REGISTRATION
lobby during advanced registration.
Only students who are enrolled
These • students may advance
during summer quarter will be
register Wednesday between 3 and
eligible to advance register for fall.
4 pm if their colleges agree to
Summer students who do not
advise them.
advance register, and students
Pre-advised graduate studenLs
enrolled during spring quarter who
who are unable to keep an early
did not attend during the summer
appointment schegule_, may register
and who are eligible to return will
between 5 and 7 pm Monday.
receive their fall registration
Students who have advance
appointments by mail in early
registrered and who do not\ pay
September. Appointment times will
their tuition and fees by midnight, again be determined according to
June 9, will -void their registration descending GPAs for the most
and must register again June 1 7 or recently completed quarter.
18.
Advisement for current and
REGULAR REGISTRATION
former students will be September
Regular registration begins June
13-14. Registration for graduates is
1 7 at "6 :30 pm
for graduate
planned for September 14 between
students who were enrolled during
6 and 8 pm by tappomtmem .
spring and did not preregister and
Current undergraduates will register
pay their fees. Former off-campus
by appointmentWednesday,
or new graduate students will September 15.

FOR SALE · \

'"*>~~p:-;2.*:;m:;~·

AQUA BED by Aq'uarius Products of
New York. This QUEEN SIZE
WATER BED comes with
thermostat, heating elements, safety
liner and finished wood frame. Call
1-723-1970 between 4 p.m. and 6
p.m.
'69 Cougar, 2 dr. hardtop, It. aqua
with wt.ite vinyl roof; air, full power,
Mich. radial tires, original owner,
$2350. Perfect graduation present!
Jim Steinmetz Ext. 2530 or
671-2057 week-ends or after 5:00
p.m.

~~zw~:~..:c::::::::::::::::::·

PER&<>N.A.L ....
)!#)::~~::'$(::;::'!-:>;::,V.,;~f/i:te~

McCoy AFB welcomes All FTU
Co-eds to attend the New Mini-Scene
held every Tuesday night in the
Service Club. Candle light, strobe
light and the most recent sound in
recorded entertainment make for a
different dance experience. THE
MINI-SCENE A Thing
EVERYONE can turn on to.
If you make any hand-crafted items,
there is a place for you to sell them.
We are a young store and need your
help. Please come down and see us at
REDBEARD'S HAND CRAFTS, 119
East Colonial Drive.

Oetroiter '58, 10x35, 1 bedroom,
reasonable for cash. Big Econ Mobile
Park, 4 miles east on Hwy. 50, 1548
Coldwell Street.

~..«8-~::~00~411taooq

1963 Falcon Sprint Excellent
Condition. New Paint and New tires,
$450. Phone 838-4336. Call after 6
p.m.

Professionally typed term papers and
reports. Will arrange for pick-up and
delivery. Call 904-775·2125 evenings
or 734-3927 days.

60x 12' Mobile Home. Take up
payments. $90 plus per month.
Rental lot available in FTU area.
Contact Dr. Charles H. D' Augustine
after 5 p.m. or weekends. Phone:
273-0944.

8BR.VICB•
i
t.
t

~·

~~\jj·J~
.

WAN....-.-.- .-:.

;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~~m:;:;oa~
Part-time summer jobs, men only.
For interview call Mr. Lorentz.
Monday between 10-12 and 2-4 pm.
only. Call 422-0477.
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Haas ·& Albers Signed Up
Clark Recruits Two,
Gives 11 -12 Schedule
By JOHN GORDON ·

The Florida Tech Basketball Squad will start its 1971-72 season this
December with at least two new faces.
Beginning last year, Head Basketball Coach Gene "Torchy" Clark and
Assistant Coach Russ Salerno began their recruiting activities. Letters of
introduction were mailed,
informative brochures describing Schedule which shows that FTU
will be facing a much tougher
Florida Tech's scholastic and sports
opposition this season. FTU can
programs were sent out, and
look forward to playing
numerous trips were taken in search
powerhouse teams like Florida
of potential basketball stars for this
(Continued on Next Page)
year's team.
One of these trips to Clark's
home state, Wisconsin proved
profitable for FTU's coach. For it
was here he found Chuck Albers
and Pete Haas to join Florida
Tech's already highly successful
basketball squad.
Chuck Albers is six feet, three
inches tall. At the present time he
plays basketball for Abbott
Pennings High School in De Peke,
Wisconsin. Pete Haas is a six foot,
six inch giant from Appleton East
Coach "Jake" Gaither, athletic
High School in Appleton.Wisconsin director at Florida A&M University,
Both boys will begin playing for spoke yesterday on "Intercollegiate
Athletics and the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes."
Gaither, who is often termed the .,
"Winningest Coach in the Nation,"
presented his talk in the
fraternities in practice. The game is very similar to
Engineering Auditorium in an open
11 am session. Gaither was
football with the exception that it is played in water
sponsored by the FTU Fellowship
instead of on a field. (Photo by Jon Findell)
of Christian Athletes.
Gaither, who just stepped down
as head coach of the Florida A&M
Rattlers last year, led his team to
six National Negro Collegiate
Football Championships and 23
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic
FTU as freshmen. According to Conference Championships during
Clark, both Albers and Haas his 25 years as head coach. He
probably won't play at their peak produced at least one All-American
until they're well into their second player for 24 years of that period,
(Continued on Next Page)
year
at FTU.
Along
with the names of the two .,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

Gaither Talks
To Students
In ENAUD

fture

WATER J'ULU STARTSO - Intramural water
polo, a pool sport that is a definite break from
swimming, began at FTU last Tuesday with all

SFORlS

Water Polo, Girls' Softball,
Highlight IM Sports Action
The depth of PAE dominated the
second intramural track meet held
at Showalter Field last Thursday.
PAE literally ran away with the
meet . totaling 43.5 points. GDI
emerged as the runnerup with 26
points, followed by ATO and
Beulah's Bombers with 21,
Roadrunners (15.5 ), Kappa Sigma
( 6 .5 ), TKE ( 4.5 ), Cavaliers ( 4 ),
Faculty-Sta fr (1 ), and SSX and
LXA, each with o.
PAE was led by Tom Wilson, who
recorded two firsts, ·and Pat
McCarty, who tallied a first in the
high jump and a tie third i.n the
100-yard dash Wilson raced to a
21.S clocking in the 180 low
hurdles and soared
20-3 .5 to
capture the long jump. Wilson's
time in the low hurdles will go

sprinters were not using blocks.
_100 RUN - Gavel (ATO) 10.3;
Winter Park, a long-time leader in ONE-MILE RUN - Hobbs (GDI)
area high school track, made its 5: 10.5; 440 RUN Carswell
presence felt. MacMammond (Bombers) 53.4; 50 RUN - Gavel
former miler for Winter Park, (ATO) 6.05; 880 RUN recorded a record 2:02.9 half-mile. Hammond (Roadrunners) 2:02.9*;
Chester "Fly" Wheeler, also a' LOW HURDLES - Wi_!$on (PAE)
Wildcat, scored a . first in the 21.5*; 220 RUN - Wheeler (KS)
220-yard dash for Kappa Sigma. 24.0; SPRINT MEDLEY RELAY Leonard Carswell of the Bombers Bombers (Williams, Gibso,
won the 440-yard dash in 53.4 and Levesque, Carswell) 2:07.4*;
anchored the record-breaking sprint DISCUS - Burkhart (GDI) 125-0;
medley team to a 2:07.4 clocking. SHOT PUT - Favis (GDI) 41-8.5;
The women ran in the track meet HIGH JUMP - McCarty (PAE)
for the first time, and the 5 10.5*; LONG JUMP - Wilson
Immortals outlasted the Tyes 49-29 (PAE) 20-3.5.
in what amounted to a dual track
*New Intramural Records. The
meet. Connie Davis placed first in women's results are as follows:
the standing broadjump and
100 RUN - Davis (Immortals)
100-yard dash, and ran a 110 leg on 12.4 · 4 4 o RUN Dolan
the winning 440-yard relay team. (Imm~~tals) 1 :11.4; 50 RUN ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Mathews (Immortals) 7.2; 220

INTRAMURAL
WRAPUP
down as a rt>cord because it was the
first record time run this season.
McCarty leaped a rt'cord 5-10.5
to win the high jump . GDI recorded
first place finishes by Tom Hol1bs
in the mile (5:10.5), Dale Burkhart
in the ciiscus ( 125-0), and Steve
Pavis in the shot put ( .U-8.5 ).
Former Edgewater footballer and
trackman Greg Gavel recorded a
double victory in the 50 yard dash
(6.05) and 100 yard dash ( 10.3).
Gavel's times we1·e especially
outstanding considering the

~~I\

(Continued on Next Page)
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new recruits, Clark released the
1971-72 Tentative Basketball

Paddlers To Play
In Tenn1·s Hea- t

A table tennis tournament will be 1
played next Friday and Saturday 5107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
night, May 28 and 29,' at the
273-3373
Lawton Elementary School
Gymnasium in Oviedo. Both (Across from Highway Patrol Station)
matches will start at 6 pm.
Central Florida~!. Largest
It is open to all Florida Tech
students and faculty members. Aqua-Lung Dealership & Pro-Shop
Entry deadline is Wednesday, May
26. Entry forms and further details
can be obtained from Dr. James
Brophy in AD 129.
The tournament will be seeded
on the basis of experience. A $1
Day, Night, & Private Classes
donation is requested to help pay
All
Equipment Furnished
for the gym rental.

National & International
Certification Offered
For Info Call:
Jim Hollis at 273-3373
Only Master Instructor
4n Florida

&"I
~~~

Pat Dolan and Karen Mathews won
the 440 and 50 yard dashes for the
Immortals, and they joined Davis
and Jo Opisso on the 440 relay
team. Robin Cox of the Immortals
raced to a 34 .8 clocking in the 220
for first place . Pam Burke of the
Immmtals won the softball throw
by such a decisive margin that no
measure was even taken. Since this
was the first yea1· that women ran
in the track meet, all first place
finishes will go down as records.
The men's results are as follows:

UNIVERSE GROUP
TRAVEL
1809 EAST COLONIAL DR.

Leave the bummer behind and take a trip ••••
Three days to soak up the rays on a cruise to Freeport and Nassau in the
Bahamas.
Sunday thru Tuesday, a trip you will remember, for only $59.00.
If it is home you want to go, use our free airline ticket delivery. Split with a
group and save bread. We can make it happen any way you want. Remember,
you can use your Student Fare.
Your man to call is: Lucien (843-7940).

EDGEWOOD SPORT CENTEI lie.

~mtrm

~iii

Authorized Dealers For

U.S. DIVERS
DACOR
SWIM MASTER
& OTHER BRANDS

IJ

KiNG SrlE (,'xt- ONLY 3'- H

**
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Iota.( ~elQt<iiion, Comfort, f S(Jrrrt:

~O mil Union Carbide, Vinyl:
Sfro'!_JE~~ fo Witliffiird SOO~:
UftrosorucoTfy lJe(deJ. ~ms Sr 'llnifor1tt St~th:

5 Year facto r_y_ Warranty:

ti
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n
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STUDENT DISCOUNJ;S-

24 hr. Air Fill Service -
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Complete Service6 Rental
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.FTU. Eco ogy Inst1tute i
Researchinn~ lk. Apopkaj= D:6•cemb••
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TENTATIVE

Automatic Electric
Rice Cooker
and Steamer
Famous Hitachi Steam
Cooker, comp)etely insulated,
direct heat, push button
operation, special keep-hot
feature. Includes measuring
cup, cord steaming plate. 110
volt A.C .. White, Yellow,
Avocado and Flame.
5-Cup, Reg. $19.50

$16.98

Special
8-Cup, Reg. $23.50

$19.98

Special
10-Cup, Reg. $26.50

$21.98

Special

Automatic Toaster
Operates automatically. Toast
control dial. 110 volt A.C.
Exciting decorator colors:
Flame, Avocado, Yellow. Dual
action, pop-up style. Handy to
carry. Easy to use two-slice
model. Weight 5 lbs.
Regular $15.98

$1J98

Special
12" Super Quiet
3-Speed Desk Fan

1

Regular $34.95

Special

~.

.,
9Q degree oscillation.
Transparent plastic blade,
push -button speed control.
Easily cleaned. Available w!th
blt..e or green blades.
Free range oscillation with
metal I ic keyboard speed
control, 60 minute timer.
Regular $44.95.

Spec.ial $

3995

Unique Ball Fan

...

Regular $24.95

Special

s19•s
Available in rose-pink or blue
plastic blades with desk or
wall mounting base. Compact,
for use in small rooms.

Fluorescent Lantern
Regular $24.95

Special

s199s
Operates on standard
flashlight batteries and
illuminates large areas.
Chip-proof and water resistant
for greater durability. For
home or
outdoor use,
camping, outdoor parties.

FL~~~T~!~~N~c1H°E~8ti UNIVERSITY

E~:!:~~tlantic

bv Cathy Frankewich
§ 11
Away §
Research on the Lake Apopka project is being conducted by the FTU ~ 17
Home §
Institute of Fresh Water Ecology.
s 18
Home
As late as the 1940's Lake Apopka was one of the best game fishing § January
§
lakes in the United States. Fishing contests were sponsored annually. § 4
Illin9is Benedictine
Home §
What was once a beautiful natural
. E~ 7
Florida Bible
Away s
resource with widespread fame in . water . from th~ lake as is §- 8
Palm Beach Atlantic
Away §
the central Florida area, "if not the ~~~nc~~c~p~h:fa~~b~~ttbou\ ~O § 14
F.I.T.
Home §
whole state, can now be adequately
. om wi .e E 15
North Georgia College
Home E
described as an open cesspool.
exposed. T.he theory 1s tha~ this E
E
Ho
Id th" h
e ? 1 th exposure will allow the organic and E 21
North Georgia College
Away E
w co u ,
igs appp nf · f n
e inorganic materials to consolidate s 22
Georiga College
Away
early 19 4 0 s a rou o
armers
d b
.d.
f
.
G
b
C 11
=
obtained permission to dike off an
ecome ox1 1zed, ormmg a E 24
reens oro o ege
Away E
approximately one-third of the lake hard surface on the bot~om of the ~ 26
Nathaniel Hawthorne
Home E
lake. When the water 1s pumped = 28
FIT
Away 5
area ~nd to pump water o~t of th~t back in water stability will be E 29
N~~ Paltz State
E
area m order to start farnung. This ret
d'
~
Home §§
g:ive them about 1~,000 acres. of
:;~~iclal reefs will be put in the§
University of New York
§
rich lake bottom soil _for fa~z:img. lake for the spawning of game fish. E February
§
The grounds. were heavily fer~1hzed, These reefs will consist of sandy § 3
Biscayne
Home ~
and after rams, w_ater on this land deposits and rooted aquatic§ 5
University of Chicago
Away §
was pumped back mto the lake.
vegetation
:: 7
Lake Forest
Away ::
Other pollution contributors have ·
E 8
Wisconsin State
Away §
been the Winter Garden sewage
E
§
treatment plant and a citrus
§
(Oshkosh)
§
processing plant which are located
ffi
s 14
Florida A&M
Home
near the lake.
(Continued from Previous Page) s 19
Atlanta Baptist College
Away
Overt manifestations of this
.
~ 22
University of South Fla.
Away ~
cultural putrefication taking place RUN - Cox (Immortals) 34.8; 440s 26
Chicago State
Home g
in Lake Apopka are
pe pet l RELAY - Immortals (Mathews 5
::
a
r h~ah D 0 la n
Davis
op is s 0 ) 5 8 o'. ifilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllffi
bl ue-green al ga l bl oom,
a
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,
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concentration of inorganic SOFTBALL THROW - Burke
nu~rients, a hig~ conce_ntr~tion of (Immortals) no measure;
cohform bacteria, a high "rough ST ~ND ING BROAD JUMP .
fish" population, a low game fish Davis (Immortals) 7-8.
population, and a loss of aquatic
In men's softball, Beulah's
vegetation.
Bombers blasted the Roadrunners
e .
It is estimated that 17-7 to win t~e champions?ip. The
approximately 75 per cent of the Bombers received a bye mto the
•
lake's bottom has five feet of finals after the Roadrunners
organic sediment, and game fish advanced to the finals by beating
FTU's Farrell Byrd won the pounds in the press competition,
need sandy bottoms on which to PAE 10-9.
second place title by totaling 645 FTU's Byrd proved unsuccessful
spawn.
Women's softball begins play on points in this year's Junior National due to nervousness. His second 210
The State Department of Air and Monday and men's water polo A_A.U. Weightlifiting
Water Pollution Control is continues play. Men's handball Championships held May 15-16 in
supporting a plan which will entry deadline is Monday at 4 pm. Baytown, Texas. A closer break
hopefully restore Lake Apopka by There will be a captain's meeting down of these points shows Byrd
means of draw down.
Tuesday at 11 am in PE 203. Play scoring 220 points in the open
They will remove as much of the will begin Thursday.
press, 190 points in the snatch, and
235 points in the Clean and Jerk
competition.
Dane Hussey from St. Louis,
Missouri won first place honors
with a 685 pound total and James
Craig from the University of South
_West Louisiana placed third with a
635 pound total.
All U.S. AAU members that can
meet a previously set qualifying pound attempt was successfully
total and that haven't won either a completed, followed! by an equally
Junior National or Senior National victorious press of 220 pounds.
championship, and have never been After the press competition was
a member of an International over, Byrd was at least 20 pounds
weightlifting team · eligible to lift in ahead in his class.
this meet.
Equally successful in the snatch
On his first attempt to lift 21 O division, Byrd lifted 170, 180 and
190 pounds in thai order. After the
snatch competition, Dane Hu:-.· :-·
moved up in points to tie B:,1·
each having a 410 pound tot
Craig had a 385 total at thai p1 :·n,
I n the c I ea n and j e 1 !·
competition, Byrd attempted 235
What's a nice guy like you doing
pounds and 250 pounds but only
completed the first 235 pound
in commonplace duds like these?
attempt. Craig was successful in
both the 420 and 250 pound
Haven't you heard making it
attempts in the clean and jerk lifts.
Hussey opened the clean and jerk
formal's where it's at?
by lifting 255 pounds and went on
to 275 pounds. He tried to lift a
Not uptight, oppressive formal.
Junior National record of 290
pounds, but was unsuccessful.
This is the first time Byrd didn't
But free-wheeling, fresh,
finish first in an Olympic meet.
tr.J'
._
.
flamboyant. After Six.
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Byrd Places secon-d
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The music you bought your stereo FM set for.
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Just your style ... for party night
or prom.
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Qual-ity lor a reasonable price
665 N. Orlando Ave., Maitland _

stuan

_ 26J5 N. Orange Ave.
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A &M, Biscayne, and Rollins
College. These teams may not
sound like much when compared to
bigger teams such as those in
Jacksonville, but to a new
university like FTU with a
basketball team that has just
completed its first season, these
teams will prove themselves to be
more of a challenge to beat .

(Continued from Previous Page)
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New compact design, walnut
finish front, aluminum
evaporator, magnetic door
seals, freezer compartment,
door shelves, egg rack. 110
volt A.C. 2.0 cu. ft.
21x24x24Y:.''. Use in the
Florida ,...room, den, or camp.
CHI C(W ITM

s

=

And have yourself a blast.

Special

,,

~AH~w:aEyn==

Rollins College
Embry-Riddle
Greensboro College
Georgia College

Come in and rent one of our
great-looking tuxes or
dinner jackets.

Regular $99.95

11

Trail

with a fotal of 35 different players
being named while under his
coaching.
All total, Coach Gaither compiled
a record of 203 victories against 36
defeats since he took over the head
coach's position in 1945. A few of
the noted stars who played under
Gaither include Bobby Felts of the
Detroit Lions, Bob Hayes of the
Dallas Cowboys, Clarence Childs of
the New York Giants, John D.
Kelly of the Washington Redskins,
Major Hazelton of the Chicago
Bears, Ken Riley of the Cincinnati
Bengals, and Gene Milton
and Freddie Woodson of the Miami
D~lphiris'. ' '
' '
. '
.'
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - p r e s e n t situation; -and second, we
would be able to have a fixed price,
which the contractor would have to
(Continued from Page 2)
stick to." He went on to say that .__r_c_o_n_t_in_u_e_d_f;_ro_m
__
P_ag_e_l_J_--'
the disadvantages chiefly centered the group, however, reflected what
and 121 in C-Dorm are under the aroud a definite price increase and they termed "negative points." The
impression that these two suites are extensive red-tape delay, due to the f ac t th at A rno ld ·is 57 years o ld was
to be incorporated into the size of the project.
brought out by most of the
"We could possibly resume work s t u d ents , w h o sa1"d , "H e (A rno ld)
Developmental Center. With over
600 men already on the waiting list by the end of June," said Santry, admits that this constitutes a~
·
·
b arrier
·
· h
and 207 presently living on campus "but I don't want to have us plunge commun1cat1on
wit
' we feel that it would be a gross any farther into the project until students."
M ilitary service
·
' inJ'ustice to allow the we know where we stand and what
was another ..
the costs will be; but we will have major
·
·
b rought ou t b y t h e
1 Developmental Center to expand,
pomt
1
Lake Claire open, and as soon as
d
·
A
Id
t 7
· eliminating residential facilities for possible."
stu ents, smce
rno
spen 2
nine more male students.
,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...__.....,years in the Air Force, rising to the
The Developmental Center
rank of Colonel. He also received
presently occupies two suites,
OVaC eVIC
his B.S. from the U.S. Military
excluding nine students from the
(Continue~ from Page 1)
Academy at West Point. The group
· resident halls. We understand that ,L.._...;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ consensus was that Arnold :" ... was
budgeting is tight and no new come near to calling the never a part of a university
dormitories are to be constructed in dormitories whorehouses."
community 'as a student. This will
the near future. We feel that the
He later said, "I don't think it is limit his perspective."
present ex Pan sion of the our job to regulate the morality of
"Mr. Arnold classifies himself as a
Developmental Center within the people going to college. Miss 'hard-liner,'" said Santry, "While
dormitories is not warranted - Kovachevich was referring to the this term may be rather ambiguous,
these facilities are for the residency number of coeds at the University I think it does connote a certain
of the students and not for offices of South Florida who became conservatism that will do nothing
or teaching facilities.
pregnant as a basis of information. to improve the philosophical
It is _our r;quest ~~at the Spa~e Girls will become pregnant with or balance of the office of student
Committee s dec1s1on on this without visitation."
affairs. I think a fresh, new point of
matter be carefully reviewed before '
view would go a long way toward
any action is taken. Your
I
i m p r o v i n g
t h e
immediate attention in this matter
student-administrative relationship
(Continued from Page 3)
that is really in the best interest of
would be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
all of us."
Residents of C-108
a second time having any
San try also told the FuTUre that
and C-121
B. Eric Lamkin knowledge of the expansion. he had contacted the Student
Ken Kimble
Don Frank
Assistant Director Dr. Dan R. Government office and also a staff
Arthur S. Haas
Jim Pratt
W a 1 t 0 n w as e q u a 11 Y member at FSU, where Arnold was
Robert Mundy
Brian Cole
uncommunicative saying that he vice president for student affairs for
"had no knowledge of any official t
"B th
f
Roger F. Danyluck
decision."
wo years.
o
sources, rom
Suchai Visav_ac_haipan
S
their previous experience with Mr.
ee the editorial page for a letter Arnold recommend that he not be
to the editor from the nine students accepted for the position in the
who will be moved to StudentAffhlrsoffice."
(Continued from Page J)
accommodate the planned
The entire student group
recommends that Arnold not be
I' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' expansion.
work done by a private company,
selected for the position.
but said that indications were that
"We are only considering Arnold
it w o u l d b e e x tr em el Y
as a prospective candidate," Brown
• time - consuming and more
told the FuTUre. "If we accept
expensive. The work is presently
VC CHAIRMEN
him, in light of the reports, he will
being done by the office of the
Six committee chairmen for the be a formal candidate."
campus planner, and is placed on a 1971-72 year were selected at the
Brown also said that the still
priority list, which has been part of regular meeting of the Village vacant position of Dean of Men was
the reason for the delay in Center Board May 4.
about to have some "finalized
construction of the entire project.
New ch airmen and their prospective candidates." Brown
"The advantages of bidding for a committees are Curt Roberts, Tours said there was a large number of
private firm," said Santry, "would and Information Desk; Chris applicants for the position, and that
be twofold .. First, we would have a Schwartz, Ushering; Vernon the "tedious" weeding process is
concrete deadline date for Cramer, Major Speakers; Ben Grey, almost over. "After we get our
comp le ti on, which is virtually Lectures; Cr ,11e Morehouse, Forums: prospective candidates, we will
" begin formal interviews."
impossible to assure under our and ConniL' rnham, Films.

Letter

.E.uTU re's Friday Girl

V. p. Applicant

a-..--------------"
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Lake Claire

,

FRIDAY MAY be just Friday to most people, but it's Mickey Mouse
Day to Chris Holste, a lovely Freshman medical technology major. Each
Friday, Chris can be seen around t!ampus wearing her trusty Mickey
Mouse tee shirt in honor of her day. The 18-year-old Friday Girl is a
senator in SG, a TKE Little Sister and loves tennis and swimming. If
Friday is here, can Disney World be far behind?
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